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1 Minute 45 Seconds Of Heaven.
INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT
Camera turns on. CU of DANIEL’S face looking at the camera.
He checks that it’s straight.
He gives the camera the thumbs up.
A timer on the bottom of the screen ticks over.
DANIEL:
Okay, I’m going to go and get Kat,
I’ll be back in a few minutes. Get
ready to see some sex.
Daniel walks away, leaving the camera to tick over.
INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT
Time has passed, the clock on the bottom of the screen reads:
00:15:07 and continues to count.
Daniel and KAT burst through the door, making out. Daniel
lies Kat down on the bed and hops on top of her. Both of them
moan.
INT. BEDROOM - NIGHT
Time has passed, the clock now reads: 00:16:52 and continues
to count.
Daniel and Kat lie in bed, the dona covers cover them both to
their neck.
DANIEL:
Wow. That was amazing. You were
amazing.
KAT:
(Less enthused than
Daniel)
Yea me too. Didn’t last long
though.
Daniel throws the camera a quick, worried glance.
Kat sighs.
KAT: (CONT’D)
Do you have tissues in here? Should
probably clean this mess up before
it sets.

2.
Kat points to a section of the bed about waist height down
the bed.
Umm.

DANIEL:

Daniel goes to point to the door when Kat turns in the
cameras direction and goes to grab something above it.
KAT:
I think I found some.
Wait.

DANIEL:

Kat pauses as she grabs the tissues from (OS). Her eyes
slowly move down and towards the camera.
Behind her Daniel becomes worried.
Kat’s gaze lands on the camera.
KAT:
What the hell is that?
DANIEL:
What’s what?
KAT:
The camera. Wait, is that Tommy?
DANIEL:
You must be seeing things, why
would Tommy be in my room filming
us.
Hi guys.

TOMMY:

TOMMY’S hand comes from OS and waves at Daniel and Kat.
KAT:
I can’t believe you, you videotaped
us having sex?
Kat reaches out and grabs the phone from Tommy.
The camera spins as Kat spins the phone and faces it at
Tommy. He is hidden behind a chair and clothes.
TOMMY:
Well in my defence, I spent more
time not filming you than actually
filming you. It didn’t last long.
KAT:
(Aggravated)
Ahhh!

3.
The camera spins randomly a few times before shutting off.

